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Abstract
The therapeutic potential of diet, dietary supplements, herbal remedies, and 
nutraceuticals for treatment of depression and anxiety is being increasingly 
explored. In this commentary, we discuss the recent findings on the antide-
pressant potential of silymarin (SILY) in mice and present an alternative 
approach. We highlight the extensive research on another phytochemical, 
curcumin, for the treatment of depression and anxiety. Finally, we suggest a 
future application, which investigates the potential synergistic effects of combined 
treatment with SILY and curcumin for depression.
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Core Tip: There are several reviews focused on the role of silymarin (SILY) in chronic 
diseases, however, there is a paucity of literature reviewing the potential antidepressant 
effects of SILY. This commentary serves as a discussion of the recent findings 
regarding the antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antidepressant-like potential of SILY 
in mice and as a catalyst for future discovery in phytochemistry.
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INTRODUCTION
The paper titled “Antidepressant-like potential of silymarin and silymarin -sertraline 
combination in mice: Highlighting effects on behavior, oxidative stress, and neuroin-
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flammation” by Onaolapo et al[1] demonstrates the ability of silymarin (SILY) alone or in conjunction 
with oral sertraline to regulate behavior, oxidative stress, and neuroinflammation in dexamethasone 
(DEX)-induced depression in mice[2]. A summarization of this study’s main findings regarding the 
effects of SILY alone can be found in Figure 1.

SILY, which is an active compound from the Silybum marianum L. Gaernt. herb, commonly called milk 
thistle, has antifibrotic, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant properties[2-4]. Due to SILYs ability to 
prevent free radical formation and modify enzymes, its hepatoprotective effects have been well studied
[5,6]. More recently, research has explored SILYs potential as a treatment for alcoholic liver cirrhosis[7]. 
Emerging evidence has suggested SILY’s anti-viral[8], anti-cancer[9], anti-Alzheimer’s disease[10], anti-
Parkinson’s disease[11], and anti-diabetic[12] therapeutic effects.

Depression, a complex neuropsychiatric disorder, is a leading cause of disability, a large contributor 
to global disease burden, and is associated with high suicidality[13]. One longstanding hypothesis for 
the development of depression is the “serotonin hypothesis”[14]. This hypothesis posits that serotonin 
(5-hydroxytyptamine) plays a critical role in the pathophysiology of depression[15]. Conventional 
treatment of depression with serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) acts by blocking the reuptake of 
serotonin on the presynaptic neuron, thus increasing the amount of serotonin in the synaptic cleft and 
postsynaptic neuronal activity[16].

As the precise etiology of depression remains unknown, researchers have begun to investigate the 
potential benefits of mechanisms of action that go beyond neurotransmitter modulation such as the use 
of dietary supplements and herbal remedies[17,18]. Further, there is increasing evidence of the role of 
inflammation and oxidative stress in the pathogenesis of depression[19]. Several studies have demon-
strated activated inflammatory pathways in patients with depression with increased acetylcholin-
esterase activity, malondialdehyde (MDA), tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), interleukin (IL)-1, IL-2, 
and IL-6, and decreased IL-10[20-26]. Interestingly, these inflammatory markers may also directly 
impact the release of serotonin and/or the production of serotonin[27,28]. Radical-induced oxidative 
stress has also been shown to be linked to depression, with increased superoxide dismutase (SOD) and 
decreased glutathione (GSH) peroxidase (GPx), GSH, and catalase in both nonclinical and clinical 
studies[20,29,30].

DISCUSSION OF ONAOLAPO ET AL
Given the association of inflammation and oxidative stress with depression, Onaolapo et al[1] sought to 
elucidate the potential antidepressant effect of SILY extract alone or in conjunction with a well-known 
SSRI, sertraline in an animal model. DEX, which was used as the mice model of depression, has been 
demonstrated to be effective at creating a low levels of corticosteroids in the brain and inducing 
depression and anxiety-like behaviors[31,32]. A total of 10 treatment groups were included: 1 vehicle 
control group, 1 DEX group, 1 oral sertraline group, 1 SILY 140 mg/kg group and 1 SILY 280 mg/kg 
group, 1 DEX and sertraline group, 1 DEX and SILY 140 mg/kg group, 1 DEX and SILY 280 mg/kg 
group, 1 DEX, sertraline, and SILY 140 mg/kg group, and 1 DEX, sertraline, and SILY 280 mg/kg 
group.

SILY’s effects on body weight, activity, and memory
Onaolapo et al[1] found that SILY administered alone with DEX or with sertraline and DEX reversed the 
DEX-induced changes in mouse body weight, open field locomotor activity, rearing, and grooming. 
Body weight increased when mice were given SILY alone as compared to the control or sertraline. While 
SILY affected body weight, there was no significant change in food intake with SILY alone when 
compared to control, sertraline, or DEX. Interestingly, Guo et al[10] found that SILY administration in 
mice that were fed a high fat diet resulted in a decrease in body weight and a clinical trial by Momeni et 
al[33] revealed that treatment with SILY following cisplatin was able to significantly increase weight 
back to baseline. Onaolapo et al[1] findings in conjunction with results from Guo et al[10] and Momeni et 
al[33] suggest that SILY modulates body weight in a way that returns body weight back to a normal 
value.

Additionally, there was also a SILY concentration dependent increase in locomotor activity. Rearing 
activity in the SILY group was not significantly different from control; however, low dose SILY rearing 
activity was significantly greater than sertraline. With regards to self-grooming behavior, only the low 
dose of SILY resulted in a significant increase in self-grooming behaviors in comparison to control and 
sertraline. While there was a relatively unclear dose relationship between SILY alone and grooming 
behaviors, it is important to note that there was a significant attenuation of DEX-induced decreases 
when mice were administered SILY at both doses with DEX or SILY at both doses with sertraline and 
DEX. This corroborates Ashraf et al[34] findings that SILY administration at 200 mg/kg in chronically 
stressed mice resulted in a significant increase in grooming time.

Onaolapo et al[1] reported that spatial working memory, tested using the radial arm maze and Y 
maze, was increased in mice administered SILY. SILY administered alone at both concentrations 
increased working memory scores as compared to the vehicle control and sertraline, and SILY 
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Figure 1 Effects of silymarin alone on the pathogenesis and symptoms of depression in a study on dexamethasone-induced mice. 
1Indicates significant difference in the group administered silymarin 280 mg/kg only. 2Indicates significant difference in both silymarin 140 mg/kg and 280 mg/kg. 
3Activity includes tail suspension and forced swim tests, elevated plus maze, and locomotor activity. ↑ Indicates a significant increase (P < 0.05) relative to 
dexamethasone-induced mice. ↓ Indicates a significant decrease (P < 0.05) relative to dexamethasone-induced mice. GPx: Glutathione peroxidase; GSH: 
Glutathione; IL-10: Interleukin-10; MDA: Malondialdehyde; SOD: Superoxide dismutase; TNF- α: Tumor necrosis factor-alpha.

administered with sertraline and DEX or alone with DEX attenuated the DEX-induced reduction in 
working memory. They also found that SILY was able to positively affect anxiety-related behaviors 
tested using the elevated plus maze. The results demonstrated that SILY alone increased the amount of 
time mice spent in the open arm and decreased the amount of time spent in the closed arm. SILY alone 
with DEX or with sertraline and DEX also counteracted the DEX-induced changes in time. El-Elimat et al
[35] similarly demonstrated that SILY administration can prevent stress-induced memory impairments 
and improve anxiety-related behaviors in a rat model of post-traumatic stress disorder.

Results from the tail suspension and forced swim tests showed that SILY alone reduced the amount 
of immobility time significantly when compared to the vehicle control and sertraline groups. Further, 
SILY by itself or with sertraline attenuated the DEX-induced increases in immobility time in both tests. 
Lee et al[36] also assessed immobility time in forced swim tests in a rat model of stress and found a 
significant decrease in immobility time with administration of the main active ingredient in SILY.

SILY’s effects on antioxidant status, inflammatory markers, and neuronal injury
Onaolapo et al[1] found mixed results for SILY’s effect on serum antioxidant status. Serum SOD levels 
increased significantly with both SILY concentrations and with DEX and high dose SILY. A decrease in 
serum SOD levels was found for DEX, DEX with sertraline, and both concentrations of SILY 
administered with DEX and sertraline. These results are interesting given that multiple studies have 
found increased SOD in patients with major depressive disorder[29,37-39]. With regards to catalase, 
serum concentrations increased significantly with both concentrations of SILY and DEX administered 
with SILY 280 mg/kg when compared to the vehicle control. Surprisingly, DEX with sertraline and DEX 
with SILY 140 mg/kg and sertraline resulted in a significant decrease in catalase serum concentrations 
when compared to the vehicle control. GSH also increased significantly with both concentrations of 
SILY and with DEX and SILY 280 mg/kg and DEX with SILY 280 mg/kg and sertraline when 
comparing to the vehicle control. The final antioxidant status measure, GPx, was found to have 
increased significantly with both concentrations of SILY and decrease with DEX and DEX with 
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sertraline compared to the vehicle control. These mixed results put SILY’s effect on antioxidant status 
into question. However, another study by Ashraf et al[34] investigated SILY’s antioxidant potential in a 
chronically induced stress model of depression and found catalase, GSH, and SOD levels from both the 
hippocampus and cerebral cortex to be significantly greater in mice treated with SILY 200 mg/kg as 
compared to the control.

Inflammatory marker levels from the hippocampus and cerebral cortex were improved following 
SILY administration. TNF-α levels were lowered in mice administered SILY alone. Further, results 
showed SILY’s ability to mitigate the severely lowered TNF-α levels observed in DEX mice. IL-10 levels 
were increased in mice administered SILY alone. Results also demonstrated SILY’s ability to mitigate 
the decrease in IL-10 levels observed in DEX mice. Acetylcholinesterase activity was found to be 
significantly increased in DEX mice; however, this increase was again mitigated by SILY administration 
alone or in conjunction with sertraline. SILY at both concentrations also significantly reduced 
acetylcholinesterase activity as compared to the control and sertraline. Both concentrations of SILY were 
also found to significantly reduce the levels of MDA as compared to the control. SILY 280 mg/kg was 
also found to significantly reduce the levels of MDA when compared to sertraline, as well. As with the 
other inflammatory markers, SILY alone or with sertraline attenuated the increase in MDA levels 
observed with DEX administration. The levels of the brain antioxidant enzymes tested, GSH and GPx, 
were both increased with both concentrations of SILY when compared to control and to sertraline. 
Further, SILY alone or with sertraline also mitigated the decrease in GSH and GPx induced by DEX. 
Ashraf et al[34] similarly found improved levels of inflammatory markers in stressed mice, with 
significantly lowered IL-1β and TNF-α compared to the control. Thakare et al[40] also found significantly 
lowered IL-6, MDA, and TNF-α in stressed mice when compared to the control. Onaolapo et al[1] finally 
examined the morphology of the cerebral cortex and hippocampus. Cerebral cortex and hippocampal 
histomorphology demonstrated DEX-induced neuronal injury; however, when mice were administered 
DEX, sertraline, and SILY the histology appeared to have normalized suggesting SILY and sertraline’s 
potential neuronal protective effects.

CONCLUSION
Overall, Onaolapo et al[1] conducted a well-designed study, which elucidated the effects of SILY on 
depressive and anxiety related behaviors, neuroinflammation, oxidative stress, and neuronal injury. The 
number of groups, randomization schemes, and the inclusion of 10 animals per group indicates strong 
experimental design. Results regarding its effects on oxidative stress were unclear, however, existing 
literature does suggest SILY’s ability to modulate oxidative stress[34,40]. As the authors pointed out, the 
lack of assessment of glucocorticoid levels limits the study’s ability to determine SILY’s impact on the 
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenocortical axis, which is implicated in depression and anxiety[41]. Further, 
the authors did not study SILY’s effects on monoamine levels in the brain and failed to comment on the 
sex-dependent effects of SILY, which have been demonstrated in a couple of studies[42,43]. Lastly, as 
this is an animal study, the results cannot reliably predict SILY’s effects in humans.

Alternative solution
Another widely studied phytochemical, curcumin, has both nonclinical and clinical evidence suggesting 
its antidepressant potential[44]. Curcumin is main component of the spice turmeric or Curcuma longa, 
and like SILY, has been shown to have anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and neuroprotective activities
[45,46]. The literature has demonstrated curcumin’s ability to increase levels of monoamines in the 
central nervous system (CNS), inhibit glutamate release, decrease inflammation, improve oxidative 
stress, and attenuate symptoms associated with depression and anxiety[44].

A study by Bhutani et al[47] found that curcumin administration significantly reversed the increased 
depressive behaviors, low CNS monoamine levels, and increased monoamine oxidase activity observed 
in rats subjected to chronic unpredictable stress. Lin et al[48] showed curcumin’s ability to inhibit 
glutamate release in the prefrontal cortex of rats through the suppression of presynaptic voltage-gated 
calcium channels. Given that glutamate has been demonstrated to be elevated in patients with 
depression, these results suggest that curcumin inhibited glutamate release may provide antidepressant 
effects. Curcumin has also been shown to decrease inflammatory markers in a rat model of depression. 
Fan et al[49] found that pretreatment with curcumin repressed inflammatory processes including 
microglia activation and overexpression of IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α which were induced by chronic 
unpredictable stress. Further, in a 2015 clinical trial, Yu et al[50] found that chronic supplementation 
with curcumin decreased inflammatory cytokines, IL-1β and TNF-α, and salivary cortisol in depressed 
patients when compared to placebo. Naqvi et al[51] showed in an animal model that curcumin adminis-
tration also improved oxidative stress, which is associated with depression[20]. This study found that 
curcumin administration in mice exposed to unpredictable chronic mild stress resulted in a reduction in 
depression and anxiety symptoms, lipid peroxidation, and antioxidant enzymatic activity. Similarly, 
Moradi Vastegani et al[52] demonstrated that curcumin pretreatment in mice administered lipopolysac-
charide (LPS) resulted in significantly increased activity of SOD and GPx enzymes. Further, it 
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attenuated the LPS-induced anxiety and depressive behavior.

Future directions
An interesting application of the results from Onaolapo et al[1] could be a study on the potential 
synergistic effects of SILY and curcumin for depression. The combination of SILY and curcumin has 
been tested in both human colorectal cancer cell lines and in radiation induced kidney injury in rats[53,
54]. One study by Montgomery et al[53] found that curcumin sensitized SILY’s effects in human 
colorectal cancer cell lines. Another study found the combination of curcumin and SILY for treatment of 
radiation induced kidney injury in rats to be potentially more effective than curcumin or SILY alone
[54]. Based on the anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties of both SILY and curcumin alone for 
depression and anxiety, and the combined effects tested in other disease states, combination therapy 
with SILY and curcumin may be a promising treatment with greater antidepressant potential. Further, 
in patients for whom SSRIs are not effective or are not preferred, this alternative combination treatment 
may offer benefit.
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